INTRODUCTION
It is the intention of this paper to characterize for the general interest of superalloy users and developers a different form of hot corrosion attack than the familiar type that has been well-described by Stringer (1) . This different form of attack occurs in land-based turbines and has a layered scale structure with no depleted alloy region or any subscale sulfide formation.
It generally occurs at a low rate but, occasionally, does result in a rapid pitting mode on turbine component surfaces that are below 760°C (1400OF).
A similar type of hot corrosion attack has been identified in naval ship propulsion gas turbines, where it has been variously called "low temperature hot corrosion", "low power corrosion", or "type 2!'(2).Current NAVSEA funded research has produced data and theory (3) relating to "low temperature hot corrosion", an aggressive form of hot corrosion at component temperatures of 650 to 760°C (1200-1400'F).
At this time it has not been established that the form of corrosion attack in marine gas turbines is the same in structure and genesis as the layered-type of attack found in land-based turbines; therefore, the latter will be called in this paper "moderate temperature hot corrosion". At 700°C (1300OF) and 0.5 w/o S the deposit is Na*SOh with some NagMg(SOb)b but at 675°C (1250'F) and 2 w/o S the primary phase is NagMg (S04)4 with some NazS04 and, occasionally, Na$fg(S04)2.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE EXPERIENCE
The water- 
